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Outline of Nuclear Reaction 
Data Compilations in USA & 
Worldwide

• Experimental neutron reaction data compilations have been 
pioneered at the Metallurgical Laboratory, University of 
Chicago and Los Alamos National Laboratory in 1945-1947.

• 1947 - Publicly available compilations. 
• Donald J. Hughes (1915-1960) was behind the BNL-170 

(1952); it is a precursor of BNL-325 (Atlas of Neutron 
Resonances).

• SCISRS (Sigma Center Information and Retrieval System) 
at BNL (1964) was a precursor of EXFOR.

• Other data centers were created in Paris, France (NEA-
Databank),  Vienna, Austria (NDS-IAEA), and  Obninsk, 
USSR (IPPE) in 1963-1964.

• Around 1970 four neutron data centers agreed on the data 
interchange format (EXFOR). The four centers could store 
data locally in its formats.  The Nuclear Data Centres
Reaction (NRDC) network was founded in 1979 under the 
auspices of the IAEA.
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U.S. Atomic Program
• The announcement in early 1939 that German 

scientists Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann
had discovered fission prompted fears that 
Germany might weaponize the discovery.

• The scientists decided that Albert Einstein 
would be the ideal person to send warning of 
the German threat. 

• On October 11, 1939, Alexander Sachs, an 
economist and a close friend of President 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt met with the 
President to deliver the letter.

• On 9 October 1941, President Roosevelt 
approved the atomic program.
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Manhattan Project Research Sites
• Nuclear Physics research for Manhattan 

project was conducted in U.S., Canada and 
UK.

• Tremendous progress was made at the 
Metallurgical, University of Chicago and Los 
Alamos Laboratories.

• Large amounts of nuclear data were produced 
for the first time in history.

• Data archival and dissemination developments 
were pioneered by Manhattan Project 
scientists.

• ``History of fission nuclear data from 1939-
1945 and evolution to today's 
understanding” Invited talk by Mark 
Chadwick on Monday.
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Metallurgical Laboratory, U. Chicago
• On 2 December 1942, the first human-made self-

sustaining nuclear chain reaction was initiated in 
CP-1, during an experiment led by Enrico Fermi.

• Nuclear reaction cross section compilations:
• H.H. Goldsmith, H.W. Ibser, Neutron Cross 

Sections of the Elements, REPT MDDC-59 
(1946).

• H.H. Goldsmith, H.W. Ibser and B.T Feld, 
Neutron Cross Sections of the Elements A 
Compilation, Rev.Mod.Phys. 19, 259 (1947).

• A collection of neutron cross sections of the 
elements, based on the prewar and wartime work 
of many investigators, was compiled during 1945 
(by Goldsmith and Ibser) at the Metallurgical 
Laboratory, University of Chicago.

• It was declassified in June, 1946, for publication 
in the Manhattan Project Technical Series.
Informal circulation resulted in widespread 
demand for the publication of such a 
collection. 5



Los Alamos National Laboratory & 
Reports

• Los Alamos library is a wonderful source of 
bibliographical information. 

• R. Serber, The Los Alamos Primer, LA-1 
(1943).

• R.R. Wilson, Los Alamos Technical 
Series; Nuclear Physics, LA-1009, 
Vol.3, Sec. A (1947).

• Nuclear reaction compilation Wilson et al. 
LA-1009 report (written on March 19, 
1947),  classification was changed on 
March 20, 1958 and released publicly on 
May 28, 1997.

• Unfortunately, many scientists did not know 
about the Los Alamos data efforts.
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Nuclear Data Publications in Germany
• V.K. Diebner, W. Herrmann, E. Grassmann, “Absorption und 

Streuung von Neutronen,” Phys. Z. 43, 440 (1942). 
• H. Volz, “Wirkungsquerschnitte fur die Absorption 

langsamer Neutrone,” Z. Phys. 121, 201 (1943). 
• It represents an interest to analyze the American and 

German data for carbon. 
• In both cases, we find a good agreement for total cross 

sections. Further analysis of thermal absorption values 
3×10−3 and <6×10−2 b shows agreement with the present-
day figure of 0.00386127 b in the ENDF/B-VII.1 library. 

• The German data were interesting but limited by a choice of 
neutron target materials. At the same time, the Manhattan 
Project data program was very extensive. 
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The Post War United States: Brookhaven 
National Laboratory

• After WWII camp Upton was closed, and its 
site was chosen as a place for the newly 
created Brookhaven National Laboratory. 

• Many Manhattan project data compilation 
alumni (H.H. Goldsmith and D.J. Hughes) 
moved from Chicago to Upton, NY to work 
on nuclear reactors and fast neutron 
chopper.

• Large volumes of neutron-induced reaction 
data were generated at Brookhaven and the 
data compilation effort was needed.

• Data compilations have been resumed at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
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Donald J. Hughes & Sigma Center
• ``Hughes was unhappy, in 1948, to hear of the AEC’s decision to 

make Argonne a center for reactor development. He sensed 
(correctly) that Argonne’s program in basic nuclear physics would 
suffer, and clashed with the lab director Wally Zinn about his role 
there. Not one to accept marginalization, Hughes looked around for a 
new workplace.”

• ``Hughes, who had been head of the AEC reactor development 
division’s neutron cross-section committee when it was established in 
1948,  became director of an informal Brookhaven-based program 
called the Sigma Center, a subgroup of the neutron physics group, 
which was assigned to collect and collate cross-section data.”

• ``His casual manner was a far as could be from the truth. Hughes 
drove himself unmercifully… [O]ne of his greatest talents was picking 
the right problems to pursue… Hughes never hesitated to tackle any 
branch of physics if he felt some fundamental knowledge would 
result… He was very sure that his own research was among the most 
important in physics, and so he was primarily interested  in his own 
problems. (Palevsky 1962)” 9



Nuclear Reaction Data Compilations in 
USA

• Donald J. Hughes (1915-1960) with colleagues 
compiled data since 1950.

• BNL-170 was published in 1952: A compilation 
of the AEC …; it is a precursor of BNL-325.

• ENDF evaluations grew from compilations.
• The Cross Section Evaluation Group was 

formed under the leadership of nuclear theorist 
Dr. Charles E. Porter. 

• He was succeeded by Sol Pearlstein as head of 
the Evaluation Group and Murrey Goldberg as 
head of the Sigma Center.

• SCISRS (Sigma Center Information and 
Retrieval System) at BNL (1964) was a 
precursor of EXFOR.



Nuclear Reaction Data Compilations  
Worldwide

• Second UN International Conference on 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Geneva, 
1958.

• Nuclear data activities gain popularity around 
the world.

• Other data centers were created in Vienna, 
Austria (NDS-IAEA), Paris, France (NEA-
Databank) and  Obninsk, USSR (IPPE) in 
1963-1964.

• Around 1970 four neutron data centers 
agreed on the data interchange format 
(EXFOR). The four centers could store data 
locally in its formats.  

• Around 1979 The Nuclear Data Centres
Reaction (NRDC) network was later formed 
under the auspices of the IAEA.



EXFOR - Experimental Nuclear Reaction Data

The largest experimental nuclear reaction 
database (www.nndc.bnl.gov/exfor)
• 24,225 experiments (multiple publications are grouped 

into a single measurement).
• 182,512 data sets as of May 31, 2022.
• Essential for Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF) 

libraries worldwide.
• Presently run by the Nuclear Reaction Data Centres

(NRDC), internationally. This is an IAEA network 
which is coordinated by the IAEA.

• Two largest contributors: NNDC & NEA-Databank.
• Every second, third and sixth data points in the library 

were contributed by the NNDC, NEA-Databank and the 
rest of NRDC network, respectively. 

EXFOR philosophy is to compile data as they were 
published (in consultation with authors) unless 
obvious errors are found. Published nuclear reaction 
data contain outliers and discrepancies. 12



Missing Data & EXFOR Data Value
• Not all experiments were compiled to SCISRS (Sigma 

Center Information Retrieval System, EXFOR precursor) 
database at Brookhaven in 1950s for historical (scope 
defined by applications) & technological (data were 
requested from authors or taken from published tables) 
reasons.

• Four neutron compilation centers (Brookhaven, Paris, 
Vienna and Obninsk) compiled neutron cross sections and 
spontaneous fission into EXFOR since 1970, no FY until 
1976.

• It is essential to recover missing data. Present day cost of 
a single experiment, LBL 88” Cyclotron example: 

• $2,500 /hour beam time => $420 K/week
• Cost of 36S and 48Ca for ECR source are $47 K/gram and $250 

K/gram, respectively
• Total price tag, conservatively,  is $1 M

• We can place a conservative $25 B price tag on EXFOR. It 
is cost effective to recover previous results than run new.



Recent U.S. Nuclear Data Program 
Manhattan Project Updates 

• Missing data from Los Alamos library website: 
https://www.lanl.gov/library/find/reports/index.php
provides direct access to many unclassified Los Alamos 
reports (Wonderful Resource).

• Other lab reports can be found using OSTI.
• Over 500 Los Alamos reports (1943-1953), ~50 other lab 

reports and large number of journal publications were 
identified and added to Nuclear Science References 
(NSR) database recently. 

• Reports were checked against the EXFOR database: 23 
(neutron) + 4 (charged) + 1 (photo) Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, 5 (neutron)  + 1 (charged) + 1 (photo) 
Metallurgical Laboratory reports and 33 (neutron) + 1 
(photo) journal articles were compiled in EXFOR. 

• Both NSR and EXFOR databases contain Manhattan 
Project data: NSR search for Serber (14 works), Bethe 
(114 works) and Oppenheimer (42 works, no LA reports). 14

https://www.lanl.gov/library/find/reports/index.php


The International Atomic Energy Agency: 
(https://www.iaea.org/about/mission)

is an independent intergovernmental, science and technology-based organization, in the United 
Nations family, that serves as the global focal point for nuclear cooperation;

assists its Member States, in the context of social and economic goals, in planning for and 
using nuclear science and technology for various peaceful purposes, including the generation 
of electricity, and facilitates the transfer of such technology and knowledge in a sustainable 
manner to developing Member States;

develops nuclear safety standards and, based on these standards, promotes the achievement 
and maintenance of high levels of safety in applications of nuclear energy, as well as the 
protection of human health and the environment against ionizing radiation;

verifies through its inspection system that States comply with their commitments, under the Non-
Proliferation Treaty and other non-proliferation agreements, to use nuclear material and 
facilities only for peaceful purposes.


